Creating “Aid Free” generation through Education
1. Daily Porridge at Mihabura at £0.09/Child: n=1,008

Annual
Budget?

2. Daily Meals at Mihabura at £0.40/Child: n=76
3. Total Secondary School Sponsorships 2007 to 2015: n=80
4. University Sponsorships in 2014: n=2

About £37K..!

5. The JMP & Cultural Landscape Heritage Program

6. HIV Awareness yearly Trip: n=86
RSVP is a Scottish Charity dedicated to enabling Bugarama children to change their lives through education. In this FRENCH edition,
translated in English on 6 April 2015, we review £3,300 invested in Milking Cow Program: Does it work? Is it really value for money?
The Nicol-MacCoull Milking Cows

Jeacques NYANDWI;

This initial amount of milk was expected to

Program (NMP) officially started in

 Emmanuel NTWARI et Oswald

reach 400ml/child 2 years thereafter.

April 2013 when 2 milking cows were

NSABIMANA, Mihababura teachers.

purchased (24 and 29 April 2013,
respectively).

In terms of malnourished children, the project
forecasted fortifying porridge with 200ml of

The project had 4 main objectives:

fresh milk for each child during the at risk
period, which occurs in between harvests

Planning had begun in June 2012 and
was led by a 5 member committee (3

a. Fortify porridge served to P1 –
P5 pupils as well as porridge

are part of RSVP Rwanda team and
the other 2 are Mihabura teachers).

(Rwanda has 2 harvests/year).

b. Offer an income generating activity to
sponsored children families

served to malnourished children
Each sponsored child family was expected to

(part of JMP).

receive a milking cow that will become theirs

The 5 members are:

for good on 2 conditions:

 Mihabura head teacher, Japhet

According to estimates made during

NDAGIJIMANA;

the project planning, each school child

child family as designated by RSVP; and

was expected to get 40ml of fresh milk

 They pledge to keep the milking cow for a

 Pastor of the church that own’s the
school, François NTAZINDA;
 The president of parents’ council ,

added to porridge to start with.

 They give the first calf to another sponsored

minimum of 5 years without selling it (to
ensure the expected family benefits from the

cow are reached).
According to initial estimates, each milking
cow was expected to produce 20L each day,
and 1L of milk was valued at 250RFw or
£0.25.
Once all production costs are paid for, the
expected profit from milk sale each month
was initially projected to be 50,357 FRW or
£50.35
From the cumulated profit from the sale of
milk and the expected calf worth 300,000
FRW or £300 each year, the annual profit for
The project had the ambition to fortify porridge with 40ml of fresh milk initially for 950
children and then to increase this amount to 400ml in two years.
Contact: simon@rsvpcharity.org.uk

each sponsored child family was estimated as
50,357 x12)+300,000) = 904,281FRW or £904

Trustees: Mrs J Main, Mr F Kaneza, Mrs K Deans, Dr P Akintade, Mr D Tulloch, Dr S Mbarushimana
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c. Boost primary school teachers’ meagre
salary.
The project also had the ambition to give a cow to
1 teacher each year, with the expected annual
revenue of 904,281 FRW or £904 as shown
above.

d. Create a “model farm” in the area.
The project required one off upfront investment
of 3,309,000 FRW or £3,300 for:
 Buying 2 milking cows that are already
expecting (1,200,000 FRW or £1,200),
 Building a 2 rooms cow shed (800,000 FRW or
£800) and cowboy accommodation (150,000 FRW
or £150),
 Buying 1 acre of land where to plant grass
(520,000 FRW or £520),
The project also aimed at giving a milking cow to each sponsored child’s family

 Putting up appropriate fence (100,000 FRW or
£100),

 Buying the necessary material/equipments and
financing production costs for a minimum of 1
month (539,000 FRW or £539).
The main conclusions from the project proposal
were that:
 The net milk income for each milking cow was
1,500,000 FRW or £1,500. When the value of
the calf is added (300,000 FRW or £300), the
total net income is 1,800,000 FRW or £1,800
 The annual profit from the sale of milk was
projected to be 604,281 FRW or £604/milking
cow
All the 16 Mihabura teachers were also expecting, according to the project, to get a
cow one by one over time.

 The project expected to break even in 10
months.

As the above project conclusions

negotiated with Mihabura primary

looked so good on paper, RSVP

school to say :

gave the green light and the

“the investment should be a loan

project took off.

to the school” and it should be
paid back in:

However, RSVP very cautiously
Contact: simon@rsvpcharity.org.uk

malnourished children,
 Calves given to sponsored
children families and/or teachers
 And/or value of milk sold on the

 Milk given to school and

market.

Trustees: Mrs J Main, Mr F Kaneza, Mrs K Deans, Dr P Akintade, Mr D Tulloch, Dr S Mbarushimana
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II. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROJECT

Amount
(1000 RFW=£1)

Document
justifying payment

Cheque issued

1,101,000 or
£1,101

Email expressing
project needs
dated 28 December
2012

Cheque N°
03814223
dated 2/02/13

691,500 or
£691

Email expressing
project needs
dated 16 April 2013

Cheque N°
03814237
dated 17/4/13

500,000 or
£500

Email expressing
project needs
dated 28 April 2013

Cheque N°
03814237
dated 27/4/13

496,500 or
£496

Email expressing
project needs
dated 22 May 2013

Cheque N°
03814237
dated 21/5/13

Following on from the project design, before they receive the required
the implementation phase begun on

money.

2nd February 2013 when the first of

At the end of each phase, the

four instalments was paid.

committee was to produce a report
on how they used the money before

It was agreed beforehand that the

asking for the following instalment.

committee first produces detailed
construction plans and stages,

So, the committee received money in

including costing for each phase

the following 4 instalments:

Table N° 1 : Instalments paid for NMP

2,789,000

A. Purchasing 2 cows cost in total 1,063,000 FRW or £1,063

With these two cows which were purchased in April 2013, the project
hoped to positively influence the lives of its beneficiaries.

B

C

B. Building the cow shed (stable) which has 2 rooms cost 901,000 FRW or
£901
C. The construction of cowboy house cost 282,500 FRW or £282 and (D)
building the fence cost 182,700 FRW or £182.

D

E. Purchasing the material/equipment needed for running of the project cost
359,800 FRW or £359 (photo not shown).
F. Though it was planned that land is purchased for grass plantation, this
was in end not done. And 520,000 FRW or £520 were saved.
Contact: simon@rsvpcharity.org.uk

Trustees: Mrs J Main, Mr F Kaneza, Mrs K Deans, Dr P Akintade, Mr D Tulloch, Dr S Mbarushimana
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III. PROJECT EVALUATION 19 MONTHS AFTER ITS IMPLEMENTATION
We will endeavour to assess this project through its stated initial objectives.
III.1 MILK PRODUCTION
Milking begun on 25 April 2013 just a

after the cow arrived in Bugarama.

calculated daily milk production

day after the arrival of the first cow.

separately and are in the table below
Let’s see what the data show.

only showing monthly figures.

Acording to the project estimates, the
20L/day were also expected just a day

Tableau N° 2 : Production du lait du
24 Avril 2013 au 5 Novembre 2014

For practical reasons, we have
MONTHLY MILK SUMMARY SHEET

MONTH

MILK FOR RSVP PORRIDGE
QuantiPRICE
ty (L)

MILK SOLD

TOTAL VALUE

Quantity (L)

PRICE

MILK FOR COWBOY

TOTAL
VALUE

Quantity
(L)

PRICE

TOTAL
VALUE

MILK FOR MILKING BOY
Quantity
(L)

PRICE

TOTAL
VALUE

TOTAL
PRICE

Quanti- TOTAL
VALUE
ty (L)

Apr 2013

0

220

0

34

220

7480

0

220

0

8

220

1760

220

42

9240

May 2013

0

220

0

194,5

220

42790

0

220

0

37

220

8140

220

231,5

50930

Jun 2013

109,5

250

27375

144,5

250

36125

0

250

0

44,5

250

11125

250

298,5

74625

Jul 2013

188,50

250

47125

81,50

250

20375

0

250

0

39,50

250

9875

250

309,5

77375

Aug 2013

108,00

250

27000

88,50

250

22125

10,00

250

2500

31,50

250

7875

250

238

59500

Sep 2013

174,50

250

43625

24,00

250

6000

17,00

250

4250

35,00

250

8750

250

250,5

62625

Oct 2013

96,00

250

24000

72,00

250

18000

13,50

250

3375

14,00

250

3500

250

195,5

48875

Nov 2013

0,00

250

0

151,50

250

37875

15,00

250

3750

12,00

250

3000

250

178,5

44625

Dec 2013

0,00

250

0

159,50

250

39875

12,00

250

3000

11,00

250

2750

250

182,5

45625

Jan 2014

48,00

250

12000

36,50

250

9125

7,50

250

1875

7,00

250

1750

250

99

24750

Feb 2014

0

0

0

0

0

0

Mar 2014

0

0

0

0

0

0

Apr 2014

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

243

53460

May 2014

170,00

220

37400

32,50

220

7150

40,50

220

8910

Jun 2014

258,50

220

56870

50,00

220

11000

45,00

220

9900

0

353,5

77770

Jul 2014

186,00

220

40920

133,50

242

32307

41,50

220

9130

0

361

82357

Aug 2014

143,50

220

31570

120,50

242

29161

48,00

220

10560

0

312

71291

Sep 2014

199,00

220

43780

48,00

220

10560

39,50

220

8690

0

286,5

63030

Oct 2014

91,50

220

20130

41,50

220

9130

15,50

220

3410

0

148,5

32670

Nov-2014

0

10,00

220

2200

4,00

220

880

14

3080

341278

309

TOTAL

1773

411795

1422,5

The above table shows NMP milk
had 4 destinations:

70230

This is in line with the Rwandan culture
which states “the cow feeds everyone

0

0

239,5

58525

3744 881828

However, from May 2014, the milking
boy preferred being paid cash rather
than in milk.

 Added to milk taken by P1 to P3 pupils; who takes part in its up keeping”
 Sold during school holidays;
 Taken by the milking boy once a week;
Contact: simon@rsvpcharity.org.uk

(including even the cow owner’s

 Once a week, the cowboy just like the
milking boy cultural arrangements, also

neighbour).

takes all milk produced as his.

Trustees: Mrs J Main, Mrs F Kaneza, Mrs K Deans, Dr P Akintade, Mr D Tulloch, Dr S Mbarushimana
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 The monthly milk production for each

same until April 2015, the project would

or £0.25, the net income from milk would

cow should have been 500L. Between

miss its target by more than 400ml per

have been 936,000 FRW or £936 instead

May 2013 and October 2014, it only

day per child. And the milk production

of 881,828 FRW or £881.

produced 205L (that is 41% of the

itself would be 10 times lower than the

original amount).

expected target.

The market price fluctuation to below the
expected price (250 RFW or £0.25/litre)

 Equally, the project had hoped to give

 Another significant error was with milk

as shown in the above table meant there

800ml of fresh milk to each of 950

demand.

is an automatic loss of 54,172 FRW or

Mihabura pupils (here we take an

£54.

average number of students enrolled at

The project had anticipated a much

the beginning and the end of the school

greater mild demand than what the

This loss sounds so negligible but when it

year). This amounts to 38L for 950 pupils.

reality turned out to be; and investments

applies to the large daily production, it

The project ended up giving 104ml/child

had been made on the basis of such

represents a significant loss.

instead of 800ml/child (that is only

hyper-inflated demand.
When milk is sold with a 30 FRW or £0.03

13,5% of the target)
If this milk production was to remain the

For example, If each litre produced was

difference from the expected price, each

sold at the forecasted price of 250 RFW

litre sold represents a big loss.

III.2 LOAN REPAYMENT AS A TEST OF FINANCIAL VIABILITY
According to agreed “loan repayment”

For the period between 25 April 2013 and 5

RSVP account.

between RSVP and the school, payment

November 2014, payment in milk is equal

Instead, all the money from milk sale was

could either have been in milk or money.

to total value of milk (881,828 FRW or

used to pay for production costs.

£881) – value of the milk sold on open
The payment in milk was given a value

market (341,278 FRW or £341) + the bull

Worse still, the above money was never

depending on market price and applied to

value (200,000 FRW or £200) = 740,550

enough to cover production costs!

milk added in pupils’ porridge. This also

FRW or £740.

In fact, as shown in the table below, RSVP

included milk taken by the cowboy and
milking boy.

had to avail new funds to cover ongoing
The repayment in money should have been running/production costs.
the sum obtained from milk sale and

Table N° 3 : Extra money from RSVP in

Furthermore, this value was also meant to

deposited on RSVP account in Rwanda.

include cows/calves given to another

Unfortunately, no single penny from milk

family.

sold on open market was ever deposited on needed to cover prodution/running costs

Date

Amount

addition to initial Investment that was

Supporting document

Cheque number

05/08/2013

70000

Japhet ‘s email dated 3 May 2013

Cheque N° 03814252

18/09/2013

122000

Japhet’s email dated 13 Sep 2013

Cheque N° 04048799

12/11/2013

81500

Japhet’s email

Cheque N° 04048804

04/03/2014

97000

Japhet’s email dated 3 Mar 2014

Cheque N° 04048826

02/06/2014

85000

Japhet’s email

Cheque N° 04071784

15/07/2014

141000

Japhet’s email dated 12 Jul 20134

Cheque N° 04071787

08/08/2014

40000

Simon’s email: pay RWF 20,000/Month to Anaclet and J Damascene for RSVP
data collection

Cheque N° 04071791
and 04071792

27/08/2014

65900

Japhet’s email date 23 Aug 20134

Cheque N° 04071797

13/10/2014

60000

Japhet’s requisition

Cheque N° 04071809

06/11/2014

132000

Japhet’s email dated 3 Nov 2014

Cheque N° 04071814

10/11/2014

20000

Olivier ‘s RSVP data collection when JD & Anaclet went to University

Cheque N° 04071815

01/12/2014

20000

Simon email. When Anaclet and J Damascene went to University, Olivier kept the
RSVP data collection work

Cheque N° 04071818

01/12/2014

24000

Olivier requisition for cows when Japhet was in Uganda

CHEQUE N° 04071818

TOTAL

958400

Contact: simon@rsvpcharity.org.uk

Trustees: Mrs J Main, Mrs F Kaneza, Mrs K Deans, Dr P Akintade, Mr D Tulloch, Dr S Mbarushimana
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Using figures shown above, the total

running/production costs (958,400 RWF

liquidation today, and that the value of

debt owed to RSVP would thus be the

or £958) = 3,006,850 FRW or £3,006.

the 2 cows is about 1,000,000 FRW or

initial investment (2,789,000 FRW or

The debt would increase by 8% 19

£1,000 with the residual investment

£2,789) - value of milk added in

months after the start of the project.

evaluated at about 150,000 FRW or
£150, the balance would be in arrears

porridge (740,550 FRW or £740) + extra
money given to help with

Supposing the project went into

of (3,006,850-1,000,000-150,000) =
1,856,850 FRW or £1,856.

III.3 OFFERING INCOME GENERATING ACTIVITY TO SPONSORED CHILDREN FAMILIES AND TEACHERS
The slow pace of the project implies

almost ready to calve .

For a bull the arrangement is that the recipient

beneficiaries would automatically

A third family (Jean Damascène

family will look after it, and once mature enough

also have to wait for a while to see

NSABIMANA ‘ s family) received a 6

the bull will be sold to buy a calf.

the anticipated impact.

months old bull.
From there, the positive bandwagon effect will

Those expected to reap gains from

The 2 families will have to wait until

then start and will be expected to reach each

the project would have to wait a

calving and in 7 months or so they

sponsored child family. The loss described herein

little longer before anticipated gains

will give the mother cow to the next

only represents the high expectations that the

become reality.

family and then keep the young.

project had in its design.

Indeed, it’s only on 1 December

The real economic benefits for these

2014 that the first 2 sponsored

2 families will therefore really come

children families (Jean Damascène

from this young calf once it starts

HAGENIMANA and Myriam

producing milk.

KWIZERA families) received cows

Contact: simon@rsvpcharity.org.uk

When one is poor, the future is today. A penny
the poor has today is better than two they may
get tomorrow. So, any delays to today’s
opportunity antagonizes the poor’s very existence.

On 1 December 2014, the first 3 sponsored children families received
cows in the presence of 3 local administrative authorities: the veterinary
and Social Affairs as well as Education Offivers..

Trustees: Mrs J Main, Mrs F Kaneza, Mrs K Deans, Dr P Akintade, Mr D Tulloch, Dr S Mbarushimana
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III.4 SOCIO-ECONOMICAL ASPECT
The socio-economic impact of
NMP is still minimal:

III.5 PROJECT PLANNING ASPECT

With the new model whereby
families look after these cows

The rule of thumb in project planning requires utmost
care with income and expense estimates.

 The monetary revenue made

in their own homes (rather

by the school is a lot smaller

than at school), the project

using its highest possible bracket whereas income

than predicted figures (only

has the potential to influence

should be forecasted using its lowest possible estimate.

40% of the estimated value).

With this, a probable expense should be estimated

positively general life
For NMP, the opposite was true: the estimated income

 The nutrition aims such as

conditions such as food,

fortification of porridge were

health, education, housing etc

achieved only by 13%.

was hyper inflated (the highest bracket was considered)
to the point of being utterly unrealistic. Charges on the
other hand were paradoxically extremely minimized.

As for model farming
 Except for the cowboy and

ambitions, we leave it to the

milking boy, NMP didn’t

future to determine the

created any other job.

verdict1

Consequently, there’s been a real gulf between
expectations and reality.

III.6 ASPECT RELATING TO PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION

With all the best possible courage
and best possible integrity record,

NMP took place in the

Mihabura farm once teachers and

institutional rather than family

pupils went home, cows were left

a Mihabura teacher delegated by

context:

to the cowboy, an outsider to the

the head teacher to follow cows

school “family”.

will at times be too busy, his access

 This means, what would
normally happen in family without

 In family, the cowboy and

cost required lengthy negotiations

sometimes the milking boy eat and

and money in the Mihabura farm.
 The normal family routines that

have no price tag suddenly had a
monetary value and cost money in

or other unexpected factors such

stay with the family and wakes up

that even an emergency family

at the same time as family

need stops him from carrying out a

members but at “Mihabura family”

planned inspection.

members went to sleep away from
school and left cows in the hands

the Mihabura farm.

may be hampered by torrential rain

of a complete stranger who

 In family, every member is an

suddenly had no supervision

eye and ear for the project, but at

whatsoever.

Such factors mean figures produced
by the school cannot possibly be
100% accurate.

III.7 PROJECT CHOICE

I am of the opinion that the cow is unlikely to

Having or raising

with their unique and

each sponsored family first

help someone who lacks land where to plant

money for the poor is

specific needs, be brought

and then adapt

grass or family home; or someone who has a

one thing; but using

under a single

interventions to the

lot of young children that have to be left

such money in a way that

denominator?

survey results?

truly solves the poor’s

 How can one be sure of

 And what if helping the

not treating “wrong

poor above all meant

priorities”?

listening to them and

Small animals may produce better results for

 Was it better to survey

taking into account their

such people than cows.

real needs is another
thing altogether:
 How can the needs of 65
sponsored children , each

without enough to eat.

priorities?

1

The well known school feeding/porridge program has to date only attracted 41,265 FRW or £41 of
local contributions; and it’s much more branded in Bugarama than NMP.

Contact: simon@rsvpcharity.org.uk

behind when labouring far away or someone

Would a rabbit which could be eaten any time
be better for a hungry farmer than a cow?

Trustees: Mrs J Main, Mr F Kaneza, Mrs K Deans, Dr P Akintade, Mr D Tulloch, Dr S Mbarushimana
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IV. CONCLUSION

Based on its results, NMP has failed to reach aims

The cow’s milk production of

Furthermore, the administrative

course heavily depends on all

requirements of intensive

those factors.

farming exclude a good number
of target beneficiaries who would

stated in its design.

Why ?

When the cow owner’s starting

certainly not meet legal farming

point is weak, lacking several

requirements.

basics for his own household, a

Some would content to say it’s because both cows

cow becomes a burden rather

It may also be that changing

than a solution.

hands and moving from stable to

aborted, or mention the unreliability of cowboy; and
others may have some other excuses.

I think it’s failure was due to two main factors:
 NMP is not suitable or was not adapted to the

stable and to different routines

Furthermore, since Bugarama is

and conditions may also affect

fertile, cow manure has no real

the health and productivity of

economical value. It’s neither

these cows.

used or sold.
Although it’s still too soon, we

beneficiaries’ needs
 And the project was poorly designed.

A milking cow requires a lot in terms of feeding,

The only income generating

can already see a difference

product is milk, which may not be

between Mihabura farm and the

enough if the cow is not kept in

3 new homes. Some aspects of

optimum conditions, bearing in

the following stables make the

veterinary costs, hygiene and creating an environment mind selling the cow is not an
that contributes to optimum milk production.

option in NMP.

visitor fear for the wellbeing of
the cows.

The cow given to the family of Jean Damascène HAGENIMANA in its new stable. It’s so hot and there is absolutely no chance to get fresh air
in. The cleanliness and hygiene standards are also behind compared to Mihabura farm but the local vet has kindly agreed to visit and advise.

Contact: simon@rsvpcharity.org.uk

Trustees: Mrs J Main, Mrs F Kaneza, Mrs K Deans, Dr P Akintade, Mr D Tulloch, Dr S Mbarushimana
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The bull given to
Jean Damascène
NSABIMANA
family in its new
stable.
It was really dirty
when we visited.
Since the visit,
the stable has
since been
modified to look
like the one seen
above (similar to
Jean Damascene
HAGENIMANA
family) . The vet
has also agreed
to intervene
The cow given to
Myriam KWIZERA.
Family.
This stable is close
to Mihabura
standard.
The family was
looking for a
cowboy when this
visit took place.
But it’s clear just in
a few days in a
new environment,
this cow has lost
significant weight
compared to when
it was in Mihabura.
The quality of stables and difference thereof

families to speak to the local vet before

conditions will be at the pace of each family’s

is not the fault of the new recipient families.

building their stables.

means. Nonetheless, this is cause for concern.

Clearly, RSVP will need to be patient with

Also each time the cow changes hands, it will

these families; and improvement in the cows’

change it’s environment too.

Instead, it’s RSVP’s fault.

It would have been important to advise
Contact: simon@rsvpcharity.org.uk

Trustees: Mrs J Main, Mr F Kaneza, Mrs K Deans, Dr P Akintade, Mr D Tulloch, Dr S Mbarushimana
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1. The project design was too

For four reasons mentioned above, I

Goats are not as demanding as cows, the

complacent or naive to say the least.

cannot help but water down the

recipient could even take them wherever

optimism surrounding the financial

they are doing field work for glazing. The

2. Variables that are key to project

viability of poor families’ cow farming

rate of reproduction is also faster and are

success/failure were came from very

business.

easily sold when the owner find

superficial research.

themselves in a financial crisis.
So what?

3. As such the project overall was an
adventure and a risky investment.

Just like for cows, there would in case of
I would suggest another consultation of

goats also be a contract so that recipient

all eligible families so that they have a

families don’t sell those goats before a

4. The waiting time for eligible recipients

chance to choose between:

minimum period of time (3 to 5 years for

is likely to be too long.

 Waiting longer to get a cow (which

example). With this, goats wouldn’t be

means they could easily die in the queue

sold until they have contributed to the

when in fact for most of them their

improvement in the family conditions.

The only way to decrease this waiting
time is by buying and injecting new cows
into the system.

future is today);
 Getting a cow and wait for it to start
producing milk;

However this risk cannot be taken until
the lessons are fully learned from the

 Having instead small animals such as

first beneficiary families.

goats in lieu of cows.

To inquire about the content of
this report please email
fulgence@rsvpcharity.org.uk .
Thank You.

12 Families with goats and 3 with cows: who’s better off?
Our Rwandan Coordinator has made a well balanced argument and
has quite helpfully used NMP figures as evidence.
Interestingly, shortly after this report was produced, eligible

recipients were surveyed and asked to choose between goats and
cows. And they overwhelmingly decided against goats.
Furthermore, a monthly inspection led by Mihabura deputy head
teacher (Samson) in March 2015 showed cows at J Damascene
On 10 April 2015, Myriam’s family cow had a bull.

Hagenimana, Nsabimana and Myriam were now in a better shape.
There was news of a further cow on 10 April 2015 – a bull.

Interestingly, since 2012 3 families sponsored by individual donors,

5 families sponsored by Harlaw and 4 families sponsored by
Kemnay Academies have had 2 goats each. In the next few years, it
will be interesting to hear testimonies from the 12 families with
goats and the 3 families with cows . My instinct tells me those who
received cows might, overtime, be better off but only time will tell.
Now that cows are with families, no single RSVP penny is being
spent on NMP and it looks as if, in family rather than school farm,
NMP may yet be a real success.
Contact: simon@rsvpcharity.org.uk
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